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From the Editor
With the County Council in disarray, the finances gone almost to pot, making
the national newspapers for all the wrong reasons it is wonderful that NIAG
has had one of the best summers for their walks and visits, even it has been
somewhat hot at times. None have been cancelled and where necessary others
have stepped up to the plate to ensure that the visit would go ahead. SO a big
thank you to all those who organised the excellent programme. Reports are
almost in and we begin with the visit to the Northampton Leather Collection,
page 4, which was an Aladdin’s cave of leather examples.
Terry & I have long wondered what was going on up the A5 near the Kilsby
tunnel shafts and reports in both the Railway and Rail magazines tell us that
repairs have been made to this grade 2-listed structure. See page 21 for more
details.
Whilst the spell of extremely hot weather was nice, it has to be said that after the
weeks and weeks of no rain here I felt as if I was back in 1976, London, when
we did not have a drop from the end of May to the beginning of October. I well
remember also the arguments that raged about desalination plants and the use
of the oceans around this island of ours. Forty years on we are still hearing the
same old chestnuts about water use, and the inevitable hosepipe bans. Rain
when it did come arrived with a thunder storm, horizontal lightning and rain so
heavy that it drummed on the roof and not in any musical way!
The AGM papers are enclosed for the November meeting and as previously
mentioned please consider joining the committee as we are still one short.
Thank you to everyone who has renewed their subscription and a receipt will be
found with this mailshot.
I must also thank Roy Sheffield for pointing out the missing surname in the
group photograph on page 5 of the last newsletter. It is Chris Collins who was
on this particular trip.
As always we look forward to seeing you at the Friday evening lectures and I
wish you all the best for the final three months of 2018 and to seeing you in
2019.
JW - Editor.
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FINAL winter talk of 2017/18
All Change at King’s Cross and St.Pancras - 5th March
For the final presentation of the season Terry spoke of the changes that had
taken place in the Railway Lands of St Pancras during the past 12 or so years.
Following a short historical introduction explaining the origin of the name
King’s Cross, the evening took the form of a virtual walk through the area,
starting at St Pancras Station and taking in the former goods yards of both the
LMS and LNER, Regent’s Canal and finishing at King’s Cross Station, with
images taken during NIAG’s walks interspersed with archive images and maps.
Full descriptions of the developments in the area have appeared in Newsletters
133, 134 and 137 and 142. This report is in the form of a Then and Now with a
short description against each photograph.

Almost since it opened, there
has been a collection of
buildings, known as the ‘village’,
at the front of King’s Cross
Station. The village lasted until
the 1970s when a canopy and
new entrance were added to the
front of the station building.
National Railway Museum

King’s Cross station as seen in
March 2014 with workmen still
putting the finishing touches to
the area.
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A view of St Pancras station in
1895 with cabs and carriages
waiting for fares. Originally the
space occupied by the platform
on the left of centre was used for
storing carriages; the platform
was added later.
Historic England

Barlow’s train shed as it is today
with the glazed roof restored.
Taken in 2016 this photo shows
the platform area now the
Eurostar terminus.

The undercroft was used for
storing, and as a wholesale
centre for, beer from the Burtonon-Trent breweries. Spacing
between the pillars was defined
by the size of the beer barrel.
The photo was taken in 1958.
National Railway Museum

The undercroft has now been
opened up to form an integral
part of the station. View is
looking north with the longest
champagne bar to the right of
the photo. The cast iron pillars
remain to hold up the upper
deck. Photo taken in 2013.
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The Stanley buildings were
erected in 1854 to a design
inspired by Prince Albert for
ideal workers’ homes and
served the men working on
the building of the railway in
the area. This photo, taken in
2017, shows two of the original
five blocks that once stood here.

Nine years later in 2016 only
one of the original block of flats
remains. The building has been
restored and incorporated into a
modern office block. To the left
of the picture is the corner of
the former German Gymnasium
which is the only other original
building kept. Again the
building has been restored and is
now an upmarket restaurant.

A thank you should be made to all who attended this presentation as gremlins
got in the works and upset the flow of the slides. Your patience on this occasion
was much appreciated.
Terry Waterfield
______________

SUMMER WALKS AND VISITS - 2018
National Leather Collection, Northampton - 2nd May
Our first summer visit this year was to the National Leather Collection located
on the top floor of the Grosvenor Centre in Northampton. Philip Warner the
Curator was our host and he began with an introduction to the history of the
collection.
Back in 1946, the British Saddlery and Leathergoods Manufacturers Association
donated £5,000 for luggage designer John Waterer and leather chemist Claude
Spiers to start a collection to illustrate the versatility of leather, by buying leather
objects of all types from all over the world. They were successful in amassing
an initial collection and opened the Museum of Leathercraft in London in 1951.
4

In 1977 the collection moved to Northampton and was
housed in a building at the bottom of Bridge Street before
being moved into storage in an attic at Delapre Abbey in
the late 1980s/early 1990s. There it stayed until 2012 when
there was an attempt to bring the collection to the attention
of the public by exhibiting a limited number of items in
Abington Museum. Funding for exhibiting the collection
came from various sources including the Leathersellers
Company and Northampton Borough Council.
In 2014, Philip Warner was given the task of creating
a new museum specifically for the leather collection.
He started off by recording all the items held in store
– some 10,000 different items by this time – and took
steps to obtain premises in the Grosvenor Centre. Now,
a registered charity and renamed the National Leather
Collection, the Grosvenor Centre premises opened in 2017
to raise awareness of the collection with the public and to
start a process of fundraising to secure the long-term future of the museum. It is
currently open to the public on Wednesdays between 10am and 4pm and is free
to enter but donations are welcome.
Philip defined leather as an animal hide or skin with a fibre structure, with or
without its hair removed, which has been tanned to be ‘imputrescible’ (resistant
to rotting). He commented that leather has been used by man for thousands
of years and was perhaps discovered accidentally when skins, which had been
used to roof shelters, did not rot as quickly when they were positioned above
a fireplace. Later, tanning with a liquor containing vegetable matter was also
found to preserve the skins and in modern times chromium salts have been
found to do the job more efficiently. Leather can be obtained from all types of
animal, both from their skin and from some internal organs. We were shown a
leather vase which had been formed from a camel’s stomach!
The museum has quite a few items from the collection on display but the majority
of the collection is stored away in several large rooms, with as yet uncontrolled
storage conditions. We were shown the items on display and had an opportunity
to see some of the items in the storage rooms. The range of leather objects is
endless, for example there are 2,000 year old Egyptian underpants made from
from gazelle hide and there are fragments of the Dead Sea scrolls. There are
leather buckets, boots, shoes and clothing of all types, trunks, cases, screens,
book bindings and manuscripts. They come from all over the world but there are
local examples, including a leather-bound book produced by Birdsalls printers in
Northampton. There are also examples of tools used in leather-related industries,
as well as chemicals used in the tanning process. There is an interesting display
of pictures and models from Pearce’s 1930s tannery at Billing which closed in
5

2000, including a collage
formed of leather pieces
depicting the tannery
(photo left). Although it
was not seen on our visit,
there is also a large library
of books on the leather
industry.
It is not clear if the
Grosvenor
Centre
premises will be the
© Peter Perkins 2018
long-term home for the
National Leather Collection which has an uphill task to build up a sustainable
museum. However, the collection is of international significance and deserves
to be supported. It is well worth a visit to see the versatility of leather and the
range of things for it has been used over hundreds of years. The view over
Northampton’s rooftops and the Market place is also worth seeing! (photo page1)
Peter Perkins
----oooOooo---Sywell Aviation Museum - 11th May
17 members arrived at the appointed hour outside the aerodrome building that
is now a bar set out in the iconic style of a 1930s aero club house. We were met
by our host – Ben Brown – a larger than life character who started by giving us a
brief insight into the history of the site.
Originally it was the private runway of two
brothers who farmed here in the 1920/30s
and bought a small plane for their own
use. This grew into the occasional airshow,
before being requisitioned by the MOD
just prior to WWII for training up reserve
pilots in tiger moth aircraft. During the
war Wellington bombers were sent here for
repair by Brooklands Aviation who, during
hostilities, operated numerous satellite sites
across the county making and repairing parts
and sub assemblies before bringing them
back to Sywell for final assembly. Some 250
Lancaster bombers were also built here and
flown out light before armaments were fitted.
The museum itself was housed in three old
Nissen huts built end to end and contained
6

an amazing amount of air memorabilia, from Zepperlin bombs that were
dropped on Northamptonshire during WWI, link trainers from the training
days, USAAF and RAF exhibits from the county’s various war time air bases
and civilian air raid shelters, to personal artefacts from crash sites and missiles
from a more recent period. All this, accompanied by tales and anecdotes from
our host, kept the whole evening alive and interesting.
A most enjoyable evening.
Ron Hanson
----oooOooo---The National Museum of Computing, Bletchley Park - 24th May
It was going to be a nice day as nine of us met up at Bletchley Park for our
guided tour round the Museum. After a much welcomed coffee we set off on
our voyage of discovery.
Most people are probably familiar with the story of the Code Breakers of
Bletchley Park and the Enigma machine. The story usually continues with “…
and this led to the birth of computing…”. But that is not strictly true as we found
out during our visit.
Again most people are familiar with the concept of radio transmissions using
Morse code – a good operator could achieve a rate of about 15 words per minute.
Early in 1940 when the police were scanning the airwaves for possible German
spy transmissions from within the UK, they came across a signal whose sound
was quite different to that of Morse code and at a very much higher frequency.
The signal was recorded and sent to Bletchley Park for analysis. It was thought
to be encrypted teleprinter traffic using a system invented in 1918 by Gilbert
Vernam whereby the plain text was obscured using a randomly generated
sequence of obscuring characters on a character-by-character basis. Originally
the sequence of obscuring characters was created on paper tape, which was readin synchronously with the keyed-in plain text.
During the war the Lorenz Company was tasked by the German Army High
Command to produce a high-security teleprinter
cipher machine; their design was based on the
Vernam system but instead of using paper tape the
machine generated its own sequence of obscuring
characters. It was known that German teleprinter
signals were being sent by Hellschreiber – an early
form of fax.
Brigadier John Tiltman, one of the top codebreakers at Bletchley, knew of the Vernam system
and gave these enciphered messages the code
name Fish and the messages, later found to be
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enciphered using a Lorenz machine, were know as Tunny. (photo previous page).
Although the volume of these messages increased, little progress in deciphering
them was achieved until 1941 when a long (~4,000 characters) message was
sent twice with the same machine settings. The second message was about 500
characters shorter than the first because the operator had decided to abbreviate
some of the words; this enabled Tiltman to recover both texts completely and
the sequence of obscuring characters. New graduate Bill Tutte was given the job
of analysing this long sequence and was able to work out the complete logical
structure of the cipher machine. Using uniselectors and relays – standard
telephone components – the Post Office Research Laboratories at Dollis Hill,
London produced an implementation of Tutte’s logic. However the whole
decryption process was still too long to be of any practical use.
Enter mathematician Max Newman who thought that parts of the process could
be automated and so asked the Telecommunications Research Establishment
at Malvern to design an electronic machine capable of finding the machine
settings which Tutte had devised. Known as Heath Robinson, the machine was
built at Dollis Hill. Two loops of paper tape were read: the first contained the
message to be decoded and the other contained the pure Lorenz wheel patterns;
a cross-correlation measurement was made for the complete message tape. The
relative positions of the two tapes were then changed by one character and the
correlation measurement repeated to find the highest correlation score. A major
problem with Heath Robinson was keeping the two tapes synchronised whilst
being read at 1,000 characters per second. However it did prove Newman’s
concept was correct.
Tommy Flowers was an electronics engineer at Dollis Hill who had experience of
designing valve circuits for the Post Office. He proposed that the wheel patterns
on the enciphering machine could be generated electronically thus eliminating
one of the paper tapes and the synchronisation problem. Design started in
March 1943 and by
December
all
the
various circuits were
working and the 1,500
valve Mark 1 Colossus
was
dismantled,
shipped to Bletchley
and re-assembled over
Christmas.
Colossus
reduced the time to
break Lorenz messages
from weeks to hours;
the Mark 1 was rapidly
succeeded by Mark 2 in
Colossus
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June 1944 and then eight more were built to handle the increasing traffic.
Although designed to solve a specific problem, Colossus was the world’s first truly
electronic computer. Developments in computing then moved to the Atomic
Energy Research Establishment at Harwell with the design and construction
of the Dekatron Computer, still using PO equipment and Dekatron valves,
which were used for counting and displaying numbers. This was the first storedprogram machine with the instructions being read from a paper-tape reader.
After being kept in store for over 30 years, the machine arrived at TNMOC in
2009 for restoration to full working order. It was rebooted in 2012.
At about the same time Cambridge University Mathematical Laboratory
were designing and building EDSAC (Electronic Delay Storage Automatic
Calculator), which was the world’s first practical stored-program electronic
computer. This behemoth weighed-in at two tons and its 3,000 valves consumed
11 kW of electrical power.
This fascinating and interesting visit then looked at the development, and uses,
of computers from mainframes and super-computers through PCs and the BBC
to hand-held smart phones and Blackberries. Our thanks to Peter Hoath for an
extended and enlightening guided tour and for answering our questions in the
afternoon.
Terry Waterfield
----oooOooo---Beech’s Light Railway, near Biscester - 26th May
A Little Bit of the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway
Ten members visited The Beeches Light Railway, which is Adrian Shooters private
2ft line based on the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway (DHR), on the 26th of May
on a glorious sunny day. The track, 35lb flat bottom rail, is basically laid as an
elongated figure of eight with a diamond cross-over permitting running in either
direction. It was built to a
very high standard between
2002 and 2004. The track
is approximately 600 yards
long with minimum curves
of 80 feet. There is a
demanding gradient at 1 in
22 and 1 in 48. In addition
to the running line there are
sidings, loco and carriage
sheds and a workshop. The
sheds have various bits of
track including what looked
© Mike Ringwood 2018
like some WW1 pre-made panels.
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The loco is a Sharp Stewart & Co B 0-4-0 ST and was built in Glasgow in 1889.
(photo previous page). The coaches are replicas of DHR numbers 73 and 154
seating 29 and 22 persons. The replica Sandy Rivers & Rangley Lakes Railroad
parlour car ‘Carrabasset’ is 42 feet long. It was interesting to note that all the
coaches were built by the Ffestiniog Railway’s Boston Lodge Works.
Other locos include industrial examples of Hunslet, Ruston Hornsby, Simplex
and Hudson of Leeds internal combustion units. An eclectic mix of wagons,
even a GPO mail rail letter wagon and arriving in 2008 a replica of a Ford model
T railcar as used by the superintendent of the DHR.
The actual railway was built to serve the hill station of Darjeeling some 7,000
feet above sea level at a time when the alternative transport was the ox cart. The
initial section was opened in August 1880 and some 50 miles of the original 145
miles are still open. It was declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1999.
There is lots of information on the Himalayan Railways Society web pages.
Upon arriving some members were amazed by the size of the locos, “it’s massive,
I did not know a 2ft NG loco could be so big” was one such comment.
There was a very generous pork buffet, tea and coffee in the Indian-style station
which was included in the day’s outing.
With no restrictions on access we could wander about and hop on and off the
train all afternoon. All very informal which is refreshing when so often there are
so many forms and site briefings etc.
This was, for NIAG, a very different type of visit but with a plethora of industrial
historical artefacts it became a memorable one.
It should be said that the sight, sound and smells were all correct and met with
approval by Mick Dix.
The enthralled group wondered what the neighbours think.
Mike Ringwood
----oooOooo---The Building Stone of Northampton - 1st June
Eighteen members were present for this walk, led by local geologist Ian Clarke,
around part of Northampton’s town centre to look at the various types of stone
used on its buildings. Fortunately, it was relatively quiet in the centre of town
for such a warm Friday evening!
Ian informed us that a range of building stones had been quarried in
Northamptonshire over the years and used on Northampton buildings. These
were mostly sedimentary in nature (formed in layers by deposition) from the
Jurassic period and consist of sandstones, ironstones and limestones. He told us
we would also see examples of sedimentary stone from other areas of the UK
as well as metamorphic stone (formed by heat and pressure) and igneous stone
10

(rock that has crystallized from magma), some from further afield.
We began at Hazelrigg House in Marefair, (below) dating from the 1570s and
one of the few buildings to survive the Great Fire of Northampton in 1675. It is
constructed using dark brown
sandstone and ironstone
from the Northampton Sand
Formation. Moving on to
St Peter’s Church, Ian had
expected us to be able to
examine the interior but it
turned out that an event was
taking place inside so we had
to be content with looking at
the exterior. The church dates
from 1160 AD and is built of
local brown sandstone and
ironstone from the Northampton Sand Formation, with decorative features of
Blisworth Limestone giving a typical Northamptonshire polychrome effect.
Outside the west end of the church is a rather unremarkable rectangular grave
slab (in badly weathered New Red Sandstone). It is the grave of William Smith
LL.D., generally regarded as the Father of English Geology whose only link to
Northampton is that he fell ill while staying at Hazelrigg House in 1839 on
his way to a meeting in Birmingham and died there on 28th August that year.
A civil engineer by profession he travelled across England and Wales, plotting
where the different geological strata outcropped, and this resulted in the first
geological map of England and Wales in 1815. Ian has a modern copy of this
map which (with touching effect) he laid out on top of Smith’s grave slab for all
to see. Comparison with a modern geological map shows that it was remarkably
accurate!
Having expected to be looking only at stone on older buildings, we were rather
surprised when walking up Gold Street that Ian was pointing out stone cladding
on the relatively modern shop fronts. For example we noted that 60 Gold Street
is clad in a metamorphic rock called Serpentinite which is classified as a marble.
He said that the colour of such materials is indicative of the minerals they
contain, for example red is indicative of garnet, green of chromium and black
of magnetite. Further on were examples of igneous (granite) rocks, including
on the shop front called Rock Bottom a Dark Red Granite probably from Finland;
at Poundstretcher is a Rapkavi Granite from Finland and at the shop called Shades
there are two tall pillars of Red Peterhead Granite, not to mention the granite
kerbstones in various locations.
All Saints Church, rebuilt after the 1675 Great Fire of Northampton, is mainly
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of Northampton Sandstone but the main portico pillars are of Ketton Stone,
an oolitic Upper Lincolnshire Limestone and we were able to see the granular
oolites in the surface of the stone with the aid of
an eyeglass. However the pillars at the back of
the portico are of earlier period Lower Jurassic
Marlstone, a stone which is found in the southwest of the county.
Walking up the Drapery we were shown
Ketton Limestone over a granite plinth on the
Nationwide building and a rare example of
Kingsthorpe White Sandstone above the shop
front of DW Sports. The NatWest building next
to Debenhams features Ancaster Limestone
walls, with the balustrade and doorway made
from Portland Stone – a fine grained oolitic
limestone with shells.
In the Market Place, the cobbles are igneous
(granite); Welsh House (right) was partially
rebuilt with Hornton Stone, a marlstone from
Oxfordshire which has veins of iron banding, while next door the Georgian
Beethoven House is built of local Northampton Sandstone, quarried nearby in
Northampton Fields (east of the town towards Abington). On the south side
of the Market Place next door to Paddy Power, there is a modern 5-storey office
block clad with slabs of fossil-rich Carboniferous Limestone – lots of broken
crinoids and bivalves can easily be seen.
On George Row, the Sessions House (1678) is of Weldon Stone but the columns
and coping stones are of Ketton Stone (both being from the Lincolnshire
Limestone Formation). These are set on a plinth of White Sandstone which is
actually a form of Millstone Grit. Next door, the Judge’s House is faced with a
locally quarried Northampton Sandstone.
The Guildhall is constructed from a variety of Midland Sandstones of different
colours, all on a plinth of Ancaster Limestone. We noted that on the original part
of the Guildhall there was a series of inverted triangular stones with a distinctive
blue hue whereas on the later southern extension these were of a brown hue. We
also noted that the Oolitic Limestone has weathered very badly around the base
on the columns on the 1990s extension, perhaps due to salt damage. One hopes
that the scaffolding that has recently been erected here is not indicative of other
problems with the stone!
Finally we looked at a former industrial building – the Malcom Inglis & Co
building in Fish Street , designed in 1901 for the Scottish leather company by AE
Anderson. Although mainly of brick, Weldon Stone was used on the façade,
12

embellished by the wonderful bulls head motifs and shields.
Many thanks to Ian Clarke for a very informative walk. Further information
on many of the building stones used across the county can be found in Diana
Sutherland’s book Northamptonshire Stone (Dovecote Press, 2003).
Peter Perkins
----oooOooo---Strutt’s Cotton Spinning Mill, Belper - 12th June
Eleven members met in the mill car park for a morning’s walk around the area of
Belper developed by the Strutt family to provide housing for the workers, pastoral
care and education for the children. We walked up to the furthest end of the
area where Jedediah Strutt started his first phase of building in 1788 (Short Row
and Field Row) which consisted of four terraced rows of two storey houses, and
a Unitarian Chapel. These brick built cottages all remain inhabited and well
maintained despite being built 230 years ago. We then walked down Long Row
– his second phase of 1792-97, three storeys on the right and two on the left. As
we approached the bottom a local resident, noting our interest, offered to show
us inside his three-storey stone built house which originally consisted of a single
room on each storey with a single storey lean to at the back and a very large
garden. On leaving the house we proceeded along to George Street where we
found a fine example of original Telford road construction, and also one of the
workshops provided for the men to set up their own weaving shed. (The Strutts
only required women and children in the factory, so to entice the whole family to
the area, facilities had to be provided for
the men.) Finally, moving into Joshua
Street we observed Strutt’s far improved
version of back to back housing with
four houses in a cluster, each situated at
the corner of the building, complete with
its own garden and privy (1818/20). By
the look of the quality vehicles in some
of the driveways they are still sought
after dwellings. Further up the street we
also found a nailmaking workshop (photo
right), one of the traditional industries of
the area.
For the afternoon tour Stella, our guide, explained the four facets of history that,
when brought together, tell the story of Strutt’s North Mill.
Cotton had been used in many parts of the world going back 7000 years, and had
been brought to Europe by the Arabs about 800 AD. (It was considered a luxury
item and in 1720, due to opposition from the wool and silk weavers, it was prohibited to
produce or wear it in this country. This law was repealed in 1774, although some of the
13

dates of developments below show that the law was being ignored in later years. Raw
cotton was supplied initially from India but then the Southern States of America through
the port of Liverpool – RH)
The Strutt Family: Jedediah Strutt (1726–97), initially apprenticed to a
millwright, started a stocking knitting business with a partner Samuel Need
in Derby. By chance they bought for the princely sum of £5 an invention for
producing ribbed stocking on a stocking knitting frame. After some development
work they became very successful manufacturers. They were introduced to
Richard Arkwright who was looking for funds to develop his spinning water
frame. As a result they set up a partnership to concentrate on the spinning of
cotton. In 1771 they built Cromford Mill.
However, Samuel Need died in 1781 so Strutt and Arkwright dissolved the
partnership. Arkwright went on to build Masson Mill, while Strutt concentrated
his efforts into his Belper projects which he had started in 1776.
Jedediah had been brought up a Quaker and put great store by the welfare of
his workforce not only by the provision of housing, but he did not pay wages
in truck or inflate the prices of his farm produce. His rents were very fair, and
it is understood that a house rent was the equivalent to the wages of one of his
child workers. He passed his empire on to his three sons, but it was William, the
eldest, who was to make the greatest impact when, after the old North mill had
been burnt down, he had in 1803 a new fire proof mill built.
Cotton Machinery: Stella described, by way of their numerous exhibits, the
evolution of mechanical carding and spinning, starting by how the basic cotton
arrived at the factory and was carded to straighten the fibres as well as clean out
plant debris from the raw cotton. This produced a loose rope (a roving), which
would be put through a second stage which would gently stretch and twist this
roving to make a much thinner
thread that could be offered to
the actual spinning machines.
Pre-1740 spinning was by
hand at home on a traditional
spinning wheel. This was first
improved by James Hargreaves
with his spinning Jenny (1764),
a hand driven multi spindle
device.
In the 1760/70s Arkwright
developed his water frame – a
machine as its name implied,
driven by water and therefore
for use in a factory with water
14

power, driving up to 96 spindles.
Finally the combined results of the finer thread from the Jenny and the greater
strength as produced from the water frame were brought together with Samuel
Crompton’s spinning mule (1779) which in essence was a carriage which gently
pulled the roving out several feet while twisting it into thread, then returning
whilst the bobbin wound up the made thread.
Fireproof Mill Construction: Early methods of construction included large
quantities of timber for joists, flooring and roofing. During the processing of
cotton, dust can fall like snow in some areas.
This dust was a major fire hazard and many mills succumbed to disastrous fires.
When the first North mill suffered this fate, William Strutt took the opportunity
to build a fire proof structure (1803) to the latest ideas and designs. Cast iron
columns were employed to support all six floors. These were arranged to
support the whole weight of the structure. They were held together with ties
and spreaders so that they became self standing. The spreaders then supported
barrel ceilings made from hollow ceramic bricks to reduce weight, which in turn
supported brick floors.
As well as the above he introduced a heating and ventilating system to keep
the yarn friable in the colder seasons. He also introduced, with the assistance
of a Manchester mill machinery maker, a method of power take off from the
waterwheel rim, rather than the main axle. Called the suspension method, it
enabled a lighter wheel and axle construction and was therefore less costly.
Having brought all these facets together the Strutts forged a very profitable empire
which existed up until 1897/8 when the English Cotton Sewing Company took
over. The North Mill is now the only Strutt mill left on this site.
Footnote: The water system which drove the water wheels is still operational and drives
a 350kW turbine generator putting power into the National Grid.
Ron Hanson
_________________

ARTICLES
Hanging Up on a true National Treasure or Goodbye to the Red Telephone
Box
Britain is about to look much less British, with thousands of classic red phone boxes set
to be removed. In a public survey they rank alongside Spitfires, the London Tube map
and the old Routemaster bus as national symbols, but BT, which owns them, say they’re
rarely used and cost £6m a year to maintain. In all about 20,000 kiosks – half the total
number – are to go, including both modern and traditional designs. In a sign of our
times – an age of mobiles, smartphones and bad manners – public call boxes are more
likely to attract people wanting to spend a penny than make a 60p phone call! More than
15

half the boxes lose money and about a third are unused in any given month. But public
kiosks still handle about 33,000 calls a day. Such is public affection that even when taken
out of service, they are put to use, including as mini libraries, coffee booths and medical
rescue points.
The following fascinating facts have been dialled up by John Naish of the Daily
Mail.
First Call
The first public call offices were established in 1884. It wasn’t until 1921 that the
Post Office introduced the first specially designed telephone kiosk. Intended
for rural areas, the K1 was made from reinforced concrete and had a spear-like
finial on the roof. Only 50 were made, and they were painted a colour to suit
the local environment.
Cast Iron Guarantee
In 1924, three architects, among them Sir Giles Gilbert Scott were invited to
submit designs for a new kiosk in a contest organised by the Royal Fine Arts
Commission. Scott won and his K2 design – made from cast iron with a domed
roof – was placed in larger towns, beginning with one in London’s Charing Cross
Road in March 1926. Scott wanted it to be silver outside and greenish-blue
inside, but the General Post Office insisted on red to make them more visible.
More than 1,700 K2s were installed and, although made obsolete in June 1936,
200 remain.
The right red?
Technically the colour was British Standard BS381C red – until 1965, when it
was changed to the slightly lighter BS381C Red 539, or ‘currant red’.
Death Calls
The design was based on the mausoleum architect Sir John Soane built for his
wife in 1815 – the year of Waterloo. It still stands in the ground of St Pancras
Old Church, Central London.
Royal Crush
A Belfast theatre group hold the record for squeezing people into a traditional
box. In 2003, as a stunt for the Edinburgh Fringe, 12 adults and two children
crammed into a kiosk on the city’s Royal Mile, beating the record of 12 adults
set in Germany in 1997.
Waterloo Sunset
The Scottish foundry that produced iron kiosks also cast the Carronade cannons
that the Duke of Wellington used at the battle of Waterloo. Falkirk-based
Carron Pheonix was one the largest ironworks in Europe and also made red
post-boxes. But in 2016 its owners announced the factory’s closure.
Hull and back
One of the 1921 concrete kiosks still stands in Hull’s Trinity Square. The city is
one place where iron kiosks are actually making a comeback. Modern ones are
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being replaced with older boxes as part of Hull’s City of Culture celebrations.
But they won’t be red. Hull is the only place in
Britain with an independent phone company and its
kiosks are cream-coloured.
Know your Ks
Confusingly the third design (in 1927) was called
K4 and the fourth was K3 (in 1929). As well as
using the larger K4 to make calls, users could buy
stamps and post letters in this miniature Post Office.
It was nicknamed ‘The Vermilion Giant ‘ because
of its colour and flame-red interior. But there were
complaints about the noise of the stamp machines
and that wet weather made the stamps damp. In
1935 the Post Office took the K4 out of service. Next
up was the K3, also designed by Sir Giles Gilbert
Scott but made from (cheaper) concrete and grey
with red window frames. Of the 12,000 installed a
few remain, including one in the penguin enclosure
at London Zoo.
Crowned Heads
After K5 in 1934 – a transportable kiosk designed for public events, such as
exhibitions and fairs – came the K6 model a year later. It has a royal crown,
modelled on the Tudor crown, above the door. The Queen changed it to St
Edward’s Crown, as used in coronations. Scotland opted to keep the Crown of
Scotland.
A Town’s connection
At their peak in 1992, before the ubiquity of mobile phones, there were 92,000
phone boxes in the UK – about the same number as the population of Hartlepool.
Legally BT can remove a phone box if there is another kiosk within 400 metres.
Ring Last Orders
A redundant kiosk in Shepreth, Cambridgeshire, became the Dog and Bone pub
for one night. This happened as villagers protested at their local boozer being
redeveloped for housing. A carpenter created a triangular bar to allow staff to
stand inside while drinkers queued outside on the pavement. The organiser said:
“As it was so small, we sold beer in thimblefuls instead of pints.”
Shelved
A red kiosk in the Somerset village of Westbury-sub-Mendip became one of
the first to be converted into a library, in 2009, after the mobile library service
stopped visiting. Elsewhere, more than 1,000 other village boxes are used as
places to borrow books – thanks to BT’s ‘adopted a kiosk’ scheme. For £1 the
firm will disconnect the line and hand over maintenance responsibility.
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Domino effect
Scottish sculptor David Mach created the permanent work, Out of Order, in
1989 in Kingston upon Thames, London. It’s a row of 12 phone boxes, the first
one upright, the others gradually falling over like dominoes.
Kiosk Museum
There is a National Telephone Kiosk Collection in Bromsgrove, Worcs, where
there are more than 30 on display Its curator says: ‘Some children have no idea
how to use a telephone dial. The kiosks were landmarks where people met and romance
blossomed. It’s sad they are in decline.”
Daily Mail – 17th August 2017
________________

UPDATES
Rail Central Freight depot at Blisworth
This proposed freight depot will be connected to both the West Coast Main
Line and the Northampton loop. Public consultation closed on 23rd April and
planning permission is now being sought.
Rail magazine – 6th/19th June 2018
________________

MISCELLANY of ITEMS OF INTEREST
Builders lift the lid on Europe’s longest cycle tunnel
An ambitious plan for Europe’s longest underground cycle route finally has
light at the end of the tunnel. Campaigners are hoping to transform a disused
Victorian railway line that links two Welsh valleys into an attraction for tourists
on two wheels. The two-mile Rhondda Tunnel once carried coal trains 1,000 ft
below the mountains from the mines of Rhondda to the ports in Swansea Bay
until its closure in 1968 as part of the Beeching cutbacks.
It has now been opened up to the daylight for the first time in 50 years, with
the removal of a concrete seal that covered a vent shaft. Before the tunnel can
open as a tourist attraction inspectors must carry out tests funded by a £90,000
community grant. The Rhondda Tunnel project has attracted support from the
public and Welsh celebrities including Michael Sheen, 49, the Hollywood actor.
It is owned by Highways England which is willing to hand it over for the cycle
path to be built. The Rhondda Tunnel Society secretary described the removal
of the concrete cap as “A fantastic day for us. We are progressing steadily in the right
direction and hope that very soon after the report from the detailed examiners (Balfour
Beatty) the tunnel will come out with a clean bill of health”. In January surveyors said
they were optimistic that the tunnel could be restored in its entirety. The main
survey will now be able to take place, in which tunnelling engineers will carry
out a thorough inspection to find every defect and estimate repair costs.
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The tunnel was opened in 1890 during the coal boom after a five-year building
project overseen by Sydney William Yockney, the tunnel’s chief engineer and a
pupil of Isambard Kingdom Brunel.
If the transformation is completed it will become the longest cycle tunnel in
Europe and second only to the 4,000m Snoqualmie Tunnel, east of Seattle in the
Cascade Range of Washington state.
The Times – 8th May 2018
Bungalow(s)
The word bungalow dates back to the British Raj meaning house in the Bengali
style. It referred to the sort of easy to erect one-storey residences encircled by
a verandah that were constructed for British officers and administrators. On
their return to Blighty, old India hands yearned for similar accommodation and
the first modern British bungalows, designed by architect John Taylor, were
built at Westgate-on-Sea, Kent in 1869 to 1870. They became a popular feature
of English seaside towns in the 1920s and 30s when thousands were built at
affordable prices. There was another boom in the aftermath of the Second
World War with 150,000 prefab bungalows erected to house those left homeless
by wartime German bombing. Now there is a need to build these residences
again to allow older homeowners to move into more suitable accommodation
(no stairs!).
Adapted from a longer article - Daily Express – 1st May 2018
Stone for Gaudi’s church is from...Lancashire
It attracts millions of tourists from all over the world and is revered as an
architectural wonder, despite being incomplete. Yet the Sagrada Familia
cathedral in Barcelona is less exotic than sightseers may think. The stone being
used to complete Antoni Gaudi’s modernised structure – on which construction
began in the 1880s – was hewn from just outside the market town of Chorley,
Lancashire. When Gaudi died in 1926 his cathedral was only a quarter complete
but work has continued since. Its completion is set to coincide with the centenary
of its architect’s death.
Brinscall Quarry is one of seven in the world chosen as a supplier: its sandstone
is hard-wearing and the right light brown. Emma Armstrong, whose family
company, Armstrongs Aggregate, owns the quarry, said: “It all started when
we just had a call out of the blue. You have to pinch yourself that you’re involved in
something millions of people visit every year. We’re quite modest in our own way, with
five quarries and a workforce of 170 local people. We supply stone for architectural
projects locally, and we made a seven metre obelisk for Bolton council to commemorate
the centenary of Gallipoli. It’s very humbling to be involved in something as famous as
Gaudi’s cathedral.”
The company was approached five years ago. The stone, which is particularly
resistant to pollution and weathering, is cut on two sides to check its quality
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before being taken in five to 20-tonne loads by road. The Lancashire stone
has replaced some of the cathedral’s oldest masonry and is also being used on
the towers, some of which will be more than 550ft high. Building has been
slow because the cathedral relies on private donations. Construction was also
interrupted by the Spanish Civil War.
The Times – 9th May 2018
Harrogate – Turkish Baths
The Turkish Baths in Harrogate have reopened after a £300,000 restoration.
The grade II* listed baths originally opened in 1897.
The Times – 15th August 2018
Parched ground reveals history
The heatwave of recent months has revealed secrets of England’s history to
archaeologists surveying the countryside from the air. Evidence of Neolithic
ceremonial monuments, Iron Age settlements, square burial mounds and
a Roman farm have been spotted for the first time in patterns in crops and
grass. Cropmarks form faster and are more obvious when the soil is very dry.
Differences in the colour or height of crops and grass reveal the layouts of buried
ditches or walls. Two Neolithic cursus monuments, possibly processional ways,
were found near Clifton Reynes, Milton Keynes, one of which has been hidden
until this year under a medieval bank which is being ploughed away.
The Times – 15th August 2018
New web-database on historic harbour cranes in Europe
The European Federation of Associations of Industrial and Technical Heritage
(EFAITH) have announced that, as part of the European Year of Cultural
Heritage 2018, it is establishing a new web-database for historic harbour cranes
in Europe (www.harbourcranes.eu). It aims to develop a list of cranes used at
maritime as well as inland harbours and on canals and river banks. It is seeking
collaboration and input from those in the heritage sector as well as members of
the public.
Heritage Update 377 - 23rd August 2018
Historical research project toolkits
As part of the Heritage Lottery Funded project Hidden Histories, Hidden Historians,
Manchester Histories has launched a new set of toolkits to guide users through
historical research projects. The toolkits include ‘doing your historical research
project’, ‘doing your oral history project’, ‘evaluating your project’ and ‘creating your
own archive’ and can all be found free of charge https://manchesterhistories.co.uk/
getinvolved/toolkits
Heritage Update 377 - 23rd August 2018
Thank you to Graham Cadman for the last two pieces of information. Ed.
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NEWS FROM AROUND THE COUNTY
Kilsby ventilation shaft
Kilsby Tunnel’s Grade 2-listed Great Northern shaft has been restored by
Network Rail, making it fit for many more decades of use. The £3.5million
refurbishment took nine months and included soot removal, brickwork repointing
and repairs. A large scaffolding structure was installed around the inside of the
shaft, which was built in the 1830s to provide light and ventilation inside the 1½
mile long tunnel. This meant the work could be carried out without disrupting
almost 400 trains a day on the West Coast Main Line, which pass through the
tunnel at up to 110mph. Kilsby Tunnel has two great shafts and 12 ventilation
shafts. Around one-million bricks were used to build the Great Northern Shaft,
which weighs more than 4,000 tonnes.
Railway Magazine – June 2018
A shorter report on the same subject says:
The Grade 2-listed Great Northern ventilation shaft is being given special
attention during renovation of the 1½ mile tunnel. It contains around a million
bricks and weighs over 4,000 tonnes.
Rail magazine – 6th/19th June 2018
Stored ‘365s’ move to Northampton
Class 365s stored at Ely Potters Group have been moved to King’s Heath depot
in Northampton for further storage. Owner Eversholt Rail denies there is a new
contract lined up for the four-car electric multiple units.
Govia Thameslink Railway was due to stand down all odd-numbered Class 365s
following the introduction of Class 700s on its Great Northern operation, but it
has kept two of them in traffic.
Rail magazine – 18th/31st July 2018
Restoration work begins on the Sywell Hunter aircraft
Following its recent appeal for books, magazines and model kits, Sywell Aviation
Museum has raised sufficient
funds to begin refurbishing Hawker
Hunter F.2 WN904. It has already
reinstalled the ejection seat, and
carried out remedial work on
external surfaces in preparation for
a new coat of paint. The Hunter is
to be returned to the colours and
Q-for-Queenie codes it wore with 257 Squadron in 1954. The Museum thanked
Flypast readers for their support, and continues to welcome donations of the
above items to help it complete the project.
Flypast – September 2018
NIAG visited Sywell in May – see report on page 6 – Ed.
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CNG Fuels, Waitrose and M1, Junction 16.
Waitrose delivery lorries will take part in the first large-scale research into how
using compressed natural gas, known as CNG, instead of diesel can be beneficial
to the environment. The fleet of 58 renewable biomethane-powered trucks will
be part of the project led by CNG Fuels, which is opening a refuelling station
in Northamptonshire near one of the retailer’s distribution centres. (at Milton
Keynes). An article about this project will appear in the next issue.
Waitrose Weekend – 16th August 2018
So now we know what all the digging is about behind the Red Lion Pub just off Junction
16 on the A4500. Ed.
________________

Of This and That
Obituary : Ron Greenall
Terry and I attended the funeral of the late Ron Greenall who died in May this
year. There may be many of you out there who were ‘taught’ by Ron at one of
the many history courses which were run by Leicester University and based in
Barrack Road. Ron introduced me to ‘local history’ ‘though there were times
when I wondered when we would get to Northamptonshire’s local history! Terry
came to know him through being on the Record Society Council. As far as I was
concerned he was an excellent teacher, brought the whole subject alive with his
enthusiasm and through him brought us into the world of Record Offices both
here and elsewhere, research centres and eventually to NIAG itself. His health
had deteriorated over the past few years and after yet another heart attack quietly
let go of life in May.
Ron was born in Salford in 1937 and after a childhood in Salford went to the
London School of Economics and loved the life that only London could offer. He
was a keen rugby player and captained, for a short time, the London University
First XV. He was a keen theatregoer spending many Saturday nights at the
National Theatre. He and his family moved to Northamptonshire in 1965 where
he took on the job of embedding Leicester University in the county. He was a
prolific author with four books on Northamptonshire alone, and for 26 years as
editor of the Northamptonshire Past & Present, the magazine of the Record Society.
In 1978 we was promoted to the deputy directorship of the Leicester department
of Adult Education and in 1996 took early retirement mainly because he did not
like the way universities were moving and feared the end of the great extra-mural
tradition.
A private man and kind man, Ron loved books, art, music and sport and was
vastly knowledgeable, not only in history, but also with the plots of daring do in
thriller novels. He will be sorely missed by all who knew him.
Finally the funeral itself was certainly different in that there were no rousing
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hymns to belt out, we sat for the whole hour while we were told of his life, heard
poems, had a reading or two and listened to music which had influenced his life.
This was more of a celebration of his life than the offices of a funeral.
Jane W
Dates for the Diary
Winter Programme 2018/19
Nov. 8th
AGM and talk on Toys by Roger Brown
December 7th Les Barras takes us on a journey to San Francisco with his talk
on the Ups and Downs of San Francisco’s Street Cars
2019
January 11th The annual members night with presentations from members
February 8th Mike Stroud will talk about The Desborough Industrial and
Provident Co-operative Society
The final talk is by Mark Reader about The Edge Hill Light
March 8th
Railway
Northamptonshire Record Office
Just a note to inform members that should they go to the Record Office to do
any research, to take with them drinks i.e. flasks of tea/coffee, water or soft
drinks. This is because the hot drinks machine and the water container have
been removed from the rest area.
I went on the web-site to see if this has a mention and it says “Refreshments - Due
to spending restrictions, we are no longer able to provide a water dispenser or order hot
drinks supplies. We advise everyone visiting the Record Office to bring their own drinks”.
Whilst not every Record Office provides drinks facilities, it is another sad state
of affairs of our County and the mess that it is in financially. The words ‘due to
spending restrictions’ speak volumes.
Ed.
AGM
The papers for the AGM to be held on November 8th are enclosed. As I write I
believe that all current members of the committee are still standing for ‘office’.
However there is the one vacancy which has been the case for the past three
years. Perhaps there is someone out there who would like the challenge of
joining the team. If there is then please let our Secretary, Peter Perkins, know by
the date given in the AGM papers.
Membership subs.
Thank you to everyone who has renewed their subscriptions for the next financial
year. Receipts are enclosed with this mailing. For those who have not yet done
so, a reminder is enclosed and it would be appreciated if renewal can be made
by the end of the current calendar year. Non-receipt of renewal means that there
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will be no further communications from NIAG and this includes the newsletter
and programme of events. Can I remind you to complete the contact options
that are just above the signature line, NIAG needs to know
Terry W - Treasurer
____________________
And Finally:
Banker shopped himself!
A story about an inebriated politician in The Times early this year apparently
prompted a former copper to write in. Apparently when he was a sergeant
working in Notting Hill (London) in the 1970s he put a group of drunk, young
bankers in his van to take to the station and sober up. “Me muther will go mad if
she sees the family name in the paper.” He overheard an Irish lad tell the others in
the back of the van. “Just don’t give your real name” another chipped in. “Think
of a shop name like WH Smiths, Timothy Whites, Sainsbury’s etc.” When they
were lined up in front of the custody sergeant the group started to reel off their
false names: Burton, Sainsbury, Smith. Then the sergeant got to the Irish lad:
“Dorothy Perkins, sir.”
The Times – 15th February 2017.
________________

Those NIAG buses as found by member Tony Waller in his
five minute ‘shortie’ on members night in January.

Coming Up:
Roade 180th Anniversary of the Railway Cutting
Summer reports continue
Bank underground station in London revamp
Waitrose and the new CNG Fuels depot at Junction 16 of the M1
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Strutt’s Mill, Belper - date unknown

Unless stated all photographs are credited to Jane and Terry Waterfield.

Disclaimer.
The Newsletter Editor and NIAG undertake to reproduce material
as supplied. Any factual errors remain the responsibility of the
author, who may be faithfully repeating the errors of the original.
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